Research Services

Research Services provide help and support to researchers, research teams, administrators and university and faculty management on issues concerning external research funding and third cycle education. We have special responsibility for the EU framework programmes for research, for American federal funding bodies and certain Swedish funding bodies.
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SWEDISH FUNDING BODIES

Work on applications and contracts signed by the vice-chancellor and/or for which the Research Board manages a selection process, e.g. the Linnaeus environments, the Strategic Research Areas, the Wallenberg Foundations.
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Swedish funding bodies

EU FRAMEWORK PROGRAMMES AND AMERICAN FEDERAL FUNDING BODIES

Support from application to completed project in the EU framework programmes for research and innovation and in research projects funded by American federal funding bodies. Time permitting, we also help with issues concerning other international funding bodies.
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EU framework programmes
Research Services newsletter

Kjell Josefsson
kjell.josefsson@fs.lu.se
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EU framework programmes, project estimates, financial reports, general financial issues, issues concerning American federal funding bodies
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EU framework programmes and issues concerning American federal funding bodies

Anneli Wiklander
anneli.wiklander@fs.lu.se
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EU framework programmes and issues concerning American federal funding bodies
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LUCRIS research database
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Research Contract Registration

Visit us on floors 2 and 3 of Byrålogen, Paradisgatan 5C.